Abstract. In this paper, we present some new results on partially observed control problems for infinitedimensional stochastic systems in Hilbert space using a fundamental result of Da Prato and Zabczyk on an infinitedimensional Kolmogorov operator. We prove the existence of optimal relaxed controls for an infinite-dimensional Zakai equation following a semigroup approach and the theory of measurable selections. This result is also extended to differential inclusion. We also present some necessary conditions of optimality.
Introduction.
We consider the following controlled system governed by a pair of stochastic differential equations as described below:
(1.1) dx = Axdt + F (x)dt + B(x, u(t, y))dt + √ QdW, x(0) = x 0 , dy = h(x, y)dt + σ 0 (y)dw 0 , y(0) = 0, where the first equation is defined on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H and the second is defined on a finite-dimensional Euclidian space R d . The process x, which is generally not observable, is controlled through a controller u which exercises its control actions on the basis of available information about the process y which is physically measurable. The fundamental objective is to find from a suitable class of operators or maps, to be introduced shortly, a control law which minimizes the following cost functional: the associated semigroups for infinite-dimensional stochastic differential equations on Hilbert spaces. This opens up the prospects of treating nonlinear filtering and control with partial information using an analytic approach in contrast to a stochastic approach [9] . Using their results Ahmed and Zabczyk [6] recently obtained some new results on nonlinear filtering of infinite-dimensional processes with finite-dimensional observation. In this paper we use the results of Da Prato and Zabczyk and those of Ahmed and Zabczyk as the starting point to study partially observed stochastic control problems in infinite-dimension, as stated above.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In §2 we discuss motivation and present some physical examples followed by basic notations. In §3, basic assumptions and some fundamental results due to Da Prato and Zabczyk and to Ahmed and Zabczyk are quoted for the convenience of readers. In §4, admissible controls are introduced and the partially observed control problem is transformed into a fully observed one. In §5, existence of optimal controls is proved. In §6, a similar result is proved for evolution inclusions. In §7, some necessary conditions of optimality are presented. We conclude the paper with §8 discussing the applicability and limitations of our results.
Ecological problem.
Consider an aquatic system, like the Great Lakes, inhabited by various species of marine life, which is naturally affected by the presence of organic and inorganic agents. The concentration of organic and inorganic agents such as pollutants and nutrients in the water body can be described by a partial differential equation (PDE) as follows:
where is assumed to be an open, connected, bounded domain representing the aquatic body. C represents the concentration level of, say, m different organic and inorganic agents such as pollutants and nutrients. The function b represents the interactions between s different control agents u and the m different pollutants and nutrients C. The control may take the form of organized application of biological and biochemical agents reacting with the pollutants or simply physical removal of visible objects such as solid waste, algae, and other phytoplanktons. N is the distributed noise representing the additive effect of land run-offs from surrounding farmlands, summer cottages, acid rain, accidental oil spills, etc. The third term on the left of the equation represents transport of C due to water movement, where v is the given velocity vector as a function of space-time. For simplicity we shall assume that v is the steady-state velocity, that is, v(t, x) = v(x) independent of time. The aquatic system is also inhabited by much important marine life such as microorganisms and fish. The stock of fish is subject to regulation by the Department of The coefficient r i is a positive constant representing the intrinsic growth rate of the ith species and the coefficient K i , known as the environmental carrying capacity, is also positive and a nonincreasing (possibly decreasing) function of the concentration level of pollutants and nondecreasing (possibly increasing) function of the concentration level of nutrients in C.
Above the carrying capacity the population decreases exponentially at the rate δ i > 0. The Department of Fisheries and Environment is interested in introducing a control program to promote marine life and water quality. For this purpose one may consider a simple cost integrand such as ℓ(y, C, u) ≡ (Q 1 (ξ )C(t, ξ ), C(t, ξ ))dξ − (Q 2 (ξ )C(t, ξ ), C(t, ξ ))dξ − (Q 3 y, y)
where Q 1 , Q 2 are symmetric, positive, semidefinite m × m matrix-valued functions bounded on , Q 3 is a symmetric d × d positive, semidefinite matrix, and Q 4 is a positive definite r × r matrix. The r-dimensional control signifies r-different control actions including application of antipollutants, biological agents predating unwanted microorganisms, physical removal of solid waste, algae, etc. The cost functional may be taken as
which is to be minimized. The first term promotes selective removal, the second promotes growth of possibly nutrient contents in C considered healthy for marine life, the third term promotes selective growth of marine life (like edible fish), and the fourth term represents the cost of administering controls. The system (2.1)-(2.2) can be written as the abstract stochastic system (1.1) by choosing H = L 2 ( , R m ), and A as the operator given by
and setting
Define B as the Nemytskii operator corresponding to the vector function b by 
where q is a positive symmetric kernel and δ is the Dirac measure. Let Q denote the integral operator
It is assumed that Q is a positive nuclear operator in H. For N 0 , we take standard white noise in R d so that
Hence the system (2.1)-(2.2) can be written as an abstract stochastic differential equation in
where W is a cylindrical Brownian motion in H and w 0 is a standard Brownian motion in R d associated with the white noise N 0 .
Electromagnetic interference.
Power line harmonics interfere with nearby telephone lines. Similarly high-density multilayered printed circuit boards and multicored electrical cables experience (interline) interference. This kind of interference is known as "crosstalk" (see Khan and Costache [27, p. 9] ). The mathematical model proposed for such systems can be described by a 2m-dimensional first-order hyperbolic differential equation for currents and voltages associated with m transmission lines (of length l) subject to crosstalk as described below:
where D ξ denotes the first partial with respect to the spatial coordinate ξ ; L, C, R, G are constant matrices representing the inductance, capacitance, resistance, and conductance parameters per unit length. For example, L = L 0 +L, C = C 0 +C, where L 0 is the self-inductance matrix (diagonal) andL is the mutual inductance matrix. The boundary conditions are given by
where g represents the nonlinear (i − v)-characteristic of the n-vector terminal load and R 0 is the source-resistance matrix (diagonal) and E the source-voltage vector. Defining I ≡ i, V ≡ v − E, the first boundary condition in equation (2.7) can be reduced to a homogeneous boundary condition. Assuming distributed noise in the lines and boundary noise due to uncertain fluctuation of the demand and equipment noise, the system takes the form
with boundary conditions given by (2.9) V (t, 0) + R 0 I (t, 0) = 0,
Current probes placed at d-different locations along the transmission line can be used to measure the level of interference. This is described by a set of d-ordinary differential equations
where h k denotes the voltage induced in the induction coil of the current probe at the kth location and i k is the current measured, where ℓ k is the self-inductance of the coil and γ k is the measurement noise. The objective here is to choose the control signal u ≡
so that crosstalk is minimized while satisfying the desired electrical demand. The integrand of such an objective function can be taken as
whereL,C are the coupling matrices of inductance and capacitance, θ(t) = V (t, l), θ d is the desired load voltage, and u is the source signal. The first two terms give a measure of crosstalk (electromagnetic interference) which is measured in terms of electromagnetic energy and the remaining terms have the standard meaning. The cost functional is given by
Again we can write the system of equations (2.8)-(2.11) as an abstract stochastic differential equation of the form (1.1).
For the nonlinear (i − v)-characteristic of the terminal load we assume that g is Lipschitz continuous and there exists a symmetric positive definite matrix K and a number β > 0 such that
for all z ∈ R m . For a mild nonlinear characteristic of the load, this is a reasonable approxi-
with the natural scalar product, and the operator A by 
Using the above notations we can rewrite the system of equations (2.8)-(2.11) as an abstract stochastic differential equation in H × R d :
Further discussion of these examples is given in §8. Z \ ∅ will denote the space of nonempty subsets of Z, and c(Z), (cc(Z), cbc(Z), kc(Z)) denotes the class of nonempty closed (closed convex, closed bounded convex, compact convex) subsets of Z.
Let ( , P) be an arbitrary measurable space and X a Polish space. A multifunction F : −→ 2 X \ ∅ is said to be measurable (weakly measurable) if for every closed (open) set C ⊂ X the set F − (C) ≡ {σ ∈ : F (σ ) ∩ C = ∅} ∈ P. Let X, Y be any two topological spaces and F : X → c(Y ) is a multifunction. F is said to be upper (lower) semicontinuous with respect to inclusion if for every x 0 ∈ X and every 
is said to be continuous in the Hausdorff metric if, whenever x n −→ x in the topology of X,
and it is said to be mild or quasi-upper semicontinuous if
For other types of continuity see [20, 21] . Let ( , F, F t ↑⊂ F, t ≥ 0, P ) denote a complete probability space furnished with an increasing family of right continuous complete sub σ -algebras F t ⊂ F. All random processes considered in the paper will be assumed to be strongly F t -predictable processes unless stated otherwise.
Basic assumptions.
For study of the control problem we shall make critical use of the Da Prato-Zabczyk semigroup [1] which is an extension of the Markov transition operator corresponding to the stochastic evolution equation
For this we need the following assumptions:
(b) Q is a positive, symmetric, bounded operator in H so that the operator Q t given by
is nuclear for all t ≥ 0 and Sup t≥0 T rQ t < ∞. 
, and
where 
To solve the control problem we need the solution of the associated filtering problem. Let F y t ≡ σ {y(s), s ≤ t} denote the smallest σ -algebra generated by the observed process y up to time t, t ≥ 0. Let φ : H −→ R be any continuous bounded function. The filtering problem is to find an F y t -measurable process {η(t), t ≥ 0}, such that
It is well known that the best filter is given by
where
for Ŵ ∈ B(H ) with B(H ) denoting the σ -algebra of Borel subsets of H . This solution suggests that we must find the conditional probability measure Q y t which is an F y t -adapted (probability) measure-valued stochastic process. Recently it was proved [6] on the basis of the Da Prato-Zabczyk semigroup that Q y t satisfies the Kushner equation (in the weak sense) which is a nonlinear stochastic PDE in an infinite-dimensional space.
Let I ≡ [0, T ], T < ∞, and define H d ≡ H × R d with the obvious scalar product. Let Z denote a Polish space (a Hausdorff topological space for which there exists a metric, of countable type compatible with the topology, with respect to which it is a complete separable metric space). We introduce the following hypotheses:
(H5) B and Q −1/2 B : H × Z −→ H are bounded Borel-measurable maps, Lipschitz in the first variable and continuous in the second.
is a bounded Lipschitz map having bounded inverse.
Consider the canonical space C(I, H d ) ≡ C and let B(C) denote the σ -algebra of Borel subsets of the topological space C. We shall need the following lemma. 
The process q t , t ≥ 0, is a continuous square integrable F t -martingale and E 0 (q t ) = 1 for all t ≥ 0. Proof. The proof is basically a consequence of the Girsanov theorem extended to Hilbert spaces (see [3] ).
Conditioning with respect to the σ -algebra F y t , we have
.
The process µ y t is a measure-valued stochastic process possibly taking values from the Banach space of countably additive, bounded, signed measures, M b (H ). This is the unnormalized measure-valued process. It was shown in [6] 
where 0 ∈ M(H ) is the probability law induced by the random variable x 0 and
Proof. Given a fixed F y t -adapted control law, the proof is essentially the same as in [6] . Under suitable assumptions, equation (3.6 ) is equivalent to a stochastic evolution equation in the Hilbert space L 2 (H, µ 0 ). This is given in the following result. THEOREM 3.4. Suppose the hypotheses (H1)-(H6) hold and the initial measure 0 is absolutely continuous with respect to the invariant measure µ 0 having a density ρ 0 ∈ L 2 (H, µ 0 ). Then the Zakai equation (3.6 ) is equivalent to the stochastic evolution equation
For proof see [6] . Later in the discussion we shall discuss the questions of existence and uniqueness of solutions of this equation. The major difficulty here, unlike in [6] , where L * u does not arise, is that even though L u is a nice operator mapping
Conversion to a fully observed control problem. In this section we prove that the partially observed control problem (1.1)-(1.2) is equivalent to a fully observed control problem on L 2 (H, µ 0 ) ≡ H involving the Zakai equation. Now we shall formally introduce the class of admissible controls.
Admissible Controls. Recall that a topological space Z is called a Polish space if it is metrizable of countable type and if there exists a metric, compatible with the topology of Z, with respect to which Z is complete. In other words, embedded in a Polish space there may be more than one complete separable metric space. Let Ŵ be a Polish space, for example, a closed subspace of Z, and M(Ŵ) the space of Radon probability measures. This is also a Polish space. Let Y ≡ C(I, R d ) and B(Y ) denote the Borel σ -algebra on Y and for each t ∈ I, B t (Y ) denote the family of increasing subσ -algebras of the σ -algebra B(Y ). Let P ≡ P denote the σ -algebra of predictable (nonanticipating) subsets of the set I × Y ≡ . Let η be a probability measure on B(Y ) andη the restriction of the product measure dt × η(dy) on the predictable σ -field P. We assume that P has been completed with respect to the measureη. Let U( , M(Ŵ)) denote the class of functions (equivalence classes) from to M(Ŵ) which are w * -measurable with respect to the predictable σ -field P. Let cc(M(Ŵ)) denote the class of nonempty, closed, convex subsets of M(Ŵ) and U : −→ cc(M(Ŵ)) is a P-measurable (nonanticipative) multifunction. Note that U (t, y) = U (t, z) for all y, z ∈ Y satisfying y(s) = z(s) for 0 ≤ s ≤ t. We take for the admissible controls the set (4.1)U ad ≡ {u ∈ U( , M(Ŵ)); u(t, y) ∈ U (t, y),η almost everywhere (a.e.) on }.
In other words, the admissible controls are given by the P-measurable selections of the multifunction U.
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that the operator B and the the cost integrand ℓ have the forms
whereB :
are generally Borelmeasurable maps to be specified later.
Remark. Before we start with the control problem, some discussion on the choice of control space is warranted. The space M(Ŵ) has three possible choices. If Ŵ is an arbitrary set (even without any topology), one may choose M(Ŵ) ≡ M ba (Ŵ), the space of bounded finitely additive (positive) measures, and in this case both r →B(x, r) and r →l(t, y, x, r) must be bounded H and scalar-valued functions, respectively. In case Ŵ is a normal topological space, one takes M(Ŵ) ≡ M rba (Ŵ), the space of regular bounded finitely additive (positive) measures on the field generated by closed subsets of Ŵ. In this case the maps defined above must be continuous and bounded. In case Ŵ is a compact topological Hausdorff space, M(Ŵ) ≡ M rca (Ŵ), regular countably additive (positive) measures on the σ -algebra of Borel subsets of Ŵ. In this case the maps defined above are merely continuous. For an excellent discussion on this topic see Fattorini [11] ; Cutland and Lindstrom [14] . Since we consider Ŵ to be a Polish space which is clearly a normal topological space, either of the last two spaces are admissible in our case. Now we are prepared to recast our original partially observed control problem as a fully observed control problem. Consider the stochastic differential equation
Let η denote the measure induced by y on the path space Y or any other measure which is absolutely continuous with respect to η. 
where ρ is the solution of the evolution equation 
The first and the second equalities follow from Lemma 3.2 and the definition of the measures ν 1 and ν 0 , respectively. The third and the fourth follow from the properties of conditional expectations and the F t -measurability of ℓ(t, y(t), x(t), u(t, y)). The fifth follows from the fact that q t , t ≥ 0 is an F t -martingale (see Lemma 3.2). Now conditioning with respect to the σ -algebra F y t and recalling that
, we can express J (u) as 
Under the measure ν 0 the process x is independent of the process y and y is governed by the stochastic differential equation dy = σ 0 (y)dw 0 . Using the measure η as discussed earlier and Fubini's theorem, equation (4.8) can be rewritten as
The converse is easy and can be proved by reversing the above arguments. This completes the proof.
In the following section we shall prove that this control problem has a solution. Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that the measureη of (4.1) is constructed from the measure η induced by the process y as in the previous theorem or any other measure absolutely continuous with respect to η.
Existence of optimal controls.
In this section we shall prove the existence of optimal relaxed feedback controls under the assumption that the operator A is merely the infinitesimal generator of a C 0 -semigroup of negative type in H as given in (H1)(a)
, and let V * denote the topological dual of V . Since the embedding V ֒→ H is continuous and dense, identifying H with its own dual we obtain the Gelfand triple
where the embeddings are actually compact. Let ·, · V * ,V denote the duality pairing of elements of V * with those of V , and (·, ·) H the scalar product in H. Clearly, for ξ, ζ ∈ H,
denote the Banach spaces of F y t -predictable H and V * -valued processes with respective norm topologies given by
Let M 2 (H) denote the class of F y t -predictable H-valued processes furnished with norm topology given by
It is easy to verify that M 2 is a Banach space. Let us first consider the system
where β ∈ L e 2 (V * ). We need the following lemma. LEMMA 5.1. Suppose the assumptions (H1)-(H6) hold and, in addition, with reference to assumption (H4), there exists a constant c > 0 and α ∈ (0, 1/2) so that
Consider the system (5.2) with initial state ρ 0 ∈ H. Then for every β ∈ L e 2 (V * ), equation (5.2) has a unique mild solution ρ ∈ M 2 (H). Further, the solution map β → ρ denoted by ρ = (β), with values
is weakly continuous from L e 2 (V * ) to M 2 (H), and ρ ∈ C(I, H) P almost surely (a.s.).
Proof. Using the dual semigroup S * (t), t ≥ 0 of the Da Prato-Zabczyk semigroup S(t), t ≥ 0 corresponding to the infinitesimal generator A as defined here, we can write the evolution equation as an integral equation:
We prove that this equation has a unique solution having the properties as stated in the theorem. Define
It is clear that the first term belongs to M 2 (H). For the second term, it follows from Theorem 2.10 of Da Prato-Zabczyk [1] that for t > 0, the semigroup S(t) : H −→ V is a bounded linear map. Hence for t > 0, the adjoint semigroup S * (t) is also a bounded linear map from V * to H. Further, by virtue of the assumption on the operator Ŵ(t), t > 0 (see (5.3)), it follows from some computation, using the perturbation series S(t) ≡ n≥0 S n (t) as in [ 
where c 2 is a constant depending on c, α, and T . This justifies the following estimate: . For continuity, it is easy to verify that for any pair of data γ , β ∈ L e 2 (V * ), the solutions (γ ), (β) satisfy the following inequality:
where K > 0 is a suitable constant depending only on M, T , Sup Ŵ
Since is an affine map, this implies that it is also weakly continuous. In particular, is also weakly continuous from L e 2 (V * ) to L e 2 (H). For almost sure continuity of the trajectories, we use the C 0 -property of the semigroup S * and the Lebesgue-dominated convergence theorem and the fact that t 0 S * (t − s)β(s)ds ∈ H, P a.s. for each β ∈ L e 2 (V * ), t ∈ I. This completes the proof of the Lemma. Remark. If the assumption on α in Lemma 5.1 is relaxed by α ∈ (0, 1) then z, given by [28] .
In the next theorem we present an existence result for the system (4.5) and prove that the family of solutions ≡ {ρ u , u ∈ U ad } of the system (4.5) corresponding to the set of admissible controls U ad is a bounded subset of M 2 (H). Proof. Under the hypothesis (H5), for each v ∈ M(Ŵ), the operator L v given by
is a bounded linear operator from V to H. Indeed there exists a constant b independent of v such that
Hence the dual operator L * v is also a bounded linear operator from H to V * . Indeed, for all v ∈ M(Ŵ), we have
Hence, for each u ∈ U ad , it follows from measurability of u and continuity of B that for each λ ∈ L e 2 (H), β ≡ L * u λ is weakly measurable, and hence by virtue of separability of the Gelfand triple, it is strongly measurable. Thus it follows from the above inequality that
(H) . Thus the existence and uniqueness of a solution ρ u ∈ M 2 corresponding to any given admissible control u follows from application of Lemma 5.1. Indeed using the map as introduced in Lemma 5.1, one can easily verify that the question of existence and uniqueness of solution of equation (4.5) is equivalent to the question of existence of a unique fixed point of the composition operator ≡ oL * u . By repeated iteration one can verify that the nth iterate of , for n large enough, is a contraction in the Banach space M 2 and hence the existence and uniqueness follows. For boundedness of the solution family , one can verify using equation (5.4) and replacing β by L * u (ρ) that
The inequality (5.8) holds uniformly with respect to u ∈ U ad . Hence by Gronwall's lemma, it follows from (5.8) that there exists a constant c 4 > 0 such that
In other words is a bounded subset of M 2 . This completes the proof. See also [28] for weak solutions.
Now we are prepared to consider the question of existence of optimal controls. Define for t ∈ I, y ∈ Y, λ ∈ H, v ∈ M(Ŵ),
Thus the control problem (4.4)-(4.5), as stated in Theorem 4.1, is equivalent to the following: find a control u ∈ U ad such that
where ρ is the solution of the evolution equation
For an arbitrary v ∈ M(Ŵ), recall the definition of the operator L v and its dual L * v :
Define the set-valued map Q : × H −→ 2 R×V * − ∅ as follows:
The multifunction Q is said to satisfy the weak Cesari property on × H if, for each λ
If a multifunction satisfies the Cesari property then it must necessarily be closed convexvalued. On the other hand a closed, convex-valued, Hausdorff continuous multifunction always satisfies the Cesari property. In fact, the Cesari property holds for upper semicontinuous (even less, quasi-upper semicontinuous), closed, convex-valued multifunctions [20, 21] . Our first existence result is given in the following theorem. For its proof we adopt a similar procedure as in [8, 9] . Proof. First note that for ρ ∈ L e 2 (H) and u ∈ U ad , the functional
is a well-defined, extended, real-valued function on U ad × L e 2 (H). Let denote the solution map as defined in Lemma 5.1 and
denote the set of admissible control-state pairs. Clearly the cost functional J is the restriction ofJ to D. Thus it suffices to prove the existence of a pair (u 0 , ρ 0 ) ∈ D such that
Since the solution set is a bounded subset of L e 2 (H), it follows from assumptions (a1) and (a2) that
Clearly if m 0 = +∞ there is nothing to prove. So we assume that m 0 < +∞. Let (u n , ρ n ) ∈ D be a minimizing sequence for the functionalJ restricted to D. That is, 
Clearly by virtue of weak continuity of the solution map (see Lemma 5.1), we also have
H).
Thus by Mazur's theorem there exists a finite convex combination of {β n } that converges strongly to β 0 in L e 2 (V * ). In particular, for each integer k, there exists an integer n k , a set of integers {i = 1, 2, . . . , m(k)} and a set of nonnegative numbers {α k,i , 1 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m(k)} satisfying
Corresponding to the above sequence, define the sequence {C k ≡ C k (t, y), (t, y) ∈ } as follows:
(5.17) C n k +i (t, y) ≡l t, y, (β n k +i )(t, y), u n k +i (t, y) ,
Using assumption (a2) and the boundedness of the set , it is easy to verify that liminf C k (t, y) is well-definedη-a.e. on . Therefore by Fatou's lemma we have
Clearly by virtue of (5.13)J
and hence it follows from (5.17) that
Thus from (5.19) and (5.20) we obtain
On the other hand it follows from our assumption (a2) and the boundedness of the set that there exists anh ∈ L 1 ( ,η; R) dependent on h such that C 0 (t, y) ≥h(t, y),η-a.e. Using this fact along with (5.21) we have C 0 ∈ L 1 ( ,η; R). Now we show that
By the definition of admissible controls,η(N 0 ) = 0 . Thusη( \ N 3 ) = 0. In other wordsη(N 3 ) =η( ). Define 0 ≡ N 3 {(t, y) ∈ : t = {0, T }}. Therefore, for (t, y) ∈ 0 , there exists a subsequence, possibly dependent on (t, y), of the sequence {C k }, again denoted by {C k }, such that
Choosing the corresponding subsequence for the sequence {ψ k }, we have
Thus for every (t, y) ∈ 0 and ǫ > 0, there exists an integerk ≡k(t, y) such that, for k >k,
where N ǫ (λ) denotes the ǫ-neighborhood of any point λ ∈ H. Clearly Q(t, y, (β n k +i )) ⊂ Q(t, y, N ǫ ( (β 0 ))) = Q(t, y, N ǫ (ρ 0 )) for k >k and (t, y) ∈ 0 .
It follows from the definition of Q that (C n k +i (t, y), β n k +i (t, y)) ∈ Q(t, y, (β n k +1 )(t, y)).
Thus for k >k, using (5.16)-(5.17), we obtain
Using these facts, it follows from (5.22) and (5.23) that for (t, y) ∈ 0 , (C 0 (t, y), β 0 (t, y)) ∈ CℓCo Q (t, y, N ǫ ( (β 0 )(t, y)))
for every ǫ > 0, and hence
CℓCo Q(t, y, N ǫ ( (β 0 )(t, y)).
Therefore, by the weak Cesari property (a3),
and henceη-a.e. on . This implies that for every (t, y) ∈ 0 there existsũ(t, y) ∈ U (t, y) such that
In view of (5.21), the question that remains to be settled is whether or not a P-measurable substitute forũ can be found. We prove this using the theory of measurable selections. Define for (t, y) ∈ 0 , the set-valued map
y) .
Clearly this set is nonempty. We prove that it has a P-measurable selection. A most general result in this direction states that a weakly measurable set-valued function (for definition see §2) with closed values, from an arbitrary measurable space to a Polish space, has measurable selection [10, Thm. 4.1, pp. 867]. Since M(Ŵ) is a Polish space, it suffices to verify that is closed valued and weakly measurable. To prove closedness, let v n ∈ Λ(t, y) and suppose
we have v 0 ∈ U (t, y). Further, it follows from continuity of ν −→l(t, y, λ, ν) that
Similarly for any φ ∈ V , we have
Since φ ∈ V is arbitrary, this implies that Λ has closed values. In fact Λ : −→cc(M(Ŵ)). Now we prove measurability. For simplicity of notation, we denote σ ≡ (t, y) ∈ . Define the multifunctions
We show that each component is P-measurable. Let M 0 ⊂ M(Ŵ) be any closed subset. Since M(Ŵ) is a Polish space, there exists a countable dense subset M 00 of M 0 so that we have
Since ρ 0 and C 0 are P-measurable it follows from our assumption (a2) that each of the components in (5.25) is P-measurable and hence − 0 (M 0 ) ∈ P. Similarly, using the separability of V we can also write
where V 0 is a countable dense subset of V . This shows that both 0 and 1 are P-measurable.
Since for set-valued maps measurability implies weak measurability and by our assumption U is weakly measurable, we conclude that , given by (5.24), is weakly measurable. Thus there exists a P-measurable selection u * of which is a substitute forũ. This completes the proof.
Remark. Assumption (5.3) of Lemma 5.1 can be replaced by hypothesis 5 of Da Prato and Zabczyk [1] , in which case the operator −A is coercive with respect to the triple {V , H, V * }. In this case weak solutions can be exploited instead of mild solutions.
6. Optimal control of Zakai inclusion. So far we have considered the map B(x, u) to be single valued. If it is a multivalued map, equation (1.1) turns into a stochastic differential inclusion:
We consider F to be single valued and B a multivalued map. This class of systems may arise from evolution inequalities or from parametric uncertainty of system coefficients [9, 18] . Here we shall use the notion of a solution for differential inclusions as given in Ahmed [8, 9] . Corresponding to an admissible control u, a process x is a mild solution of (6.1) if there exists a predictable process z ∈ L e 2 (H ) such that x is a mild solution of (1.1) with z substituted for B and that z(t) ∈ B(x(t), u(t, y)) for almost all t ∈ I -P a.s.
We present here an existence result similar to Theorem 5.2. First we translate the above problem into a differential inclusion of Zakai type.
For each v ∈ M(Ŵ), define
We assume that for each v ∈ M(Ŵ), the set B(v) is nonempty. A sufficient condition for this is that there exists ζ ∈ L 1 (H, µ 0 ) such that
Then define the multivalued operator L B(v) as follows: for each φ ∈ V ,
The corresponding adjoint family L *
The equation (5.11) now turns into an inclusion. For any admissible control law u we have the differential inclusion in H:
which is associated with the differential inclusion (6.1) in
and β(t) ∈ (L * B(u) ρ)(t)η-a.e. Let : β → ρ denote the solution map giving ρ = (β) as the solution of the first equation of (6.3) corresponding to any β ∈ L e 2 (V * ). For each u ∈ U ad , define the multivalued map
The question of existence of a solution of the evolution inclusion (6.2) is equivalent to the question of existence of a fixed point of the multivalued mapĈ u . We present here the following existence result for optimal control of (6.2) and (5.10). Proof. The major part of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 5.3. It is required only to show that the evolution inclusion (6.2) has solutions. This follows if, for every admissible control u, the fixed point set F ix(Ĉ u ) of the multivalued mapĈ u is nonempty. Under the assumptions on B and U , it can be shown thatĈ u : L with its center at the origin. HenceĈ u (β) ∩ D r = ∅ for all β ∈ D r and u ∈ U ad . Since L e 2 (V * ) is a reflexive Banach space endowed with the weak topology, it is a locally convex, topological vector space. Hence it follows from a generalized version of the Kakutani-Fan fixed-point theorem [19, Thm. 9 .B, p. 452] that the fixed-point set, F ix(Ĉ u ) is nonempty for every u ∈ U ad . Hence, for each u ∈ U ad , the evolution inclusion (6.2) has solutions. Let ≡ {ρ ∈ L e denote the solution set. Then the set of admissible control-state pairs is given by
From here on, the rest of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 5.3. This completes the proof.
Remark. In case the evolution inclusion arises from parametric uncertainty, it is natural to consider the min-max problem (see [18] ) rather than the minimum problem considered here in Theorem 6.1. One defines the solution set corresponding to a fixed admissible control law u as follows:
The cost functional is then given by
The problem is to find a control law that minimizes this functional. In other words optimal control is the one that minimizes the maximum risk.
Remark. If h of equation (6.1) is multivalued, the operator G of the inclusion (6.2) is also multivalued. This situation may arise if the measurement dynamics also has parametric uncertainties. Since this appears in the diffusion term the problem becomes much more difficult.
Necessary condions of optimality.
In this section we present a result on the necessary conditions of optimality. This is essentially a stochastic minimum principle. We shall only state the result without proof. In principle the proof is based on arguments similar to those of [22] - [25] .
Set σ ≡ (t, y) ∈ and define the Hamiltonian
where u 0 is the optimal control law, and define the abstract vector-valued function
taking values from L 1 (( ,η), H). The Hamiltonian 
where the pair {ρ o , φ o } are the mild solutions of the following equations:
Remark. The last equation in (7.3) is a backward stochastic evolution equation which naturally arises whenever one attempts to develop a stochastic minimum principle as the necessary condition of optimality. The question of existence of solutions of such equations has been considered in several papers. For details see [22] - [25] .
Pointwise necessary conditions of optimality can be derived from (7.2) provided certain conditions are met. Let B(R d ) denote the σ -algebra of Borel subsets of R d , and set (t)(G) ≡ P {y(t) ∈ G} for any G ∈ B(R d ), where y is the unique solution of the stochastic differential equation dy = σ 0 (y)dw 0 , y(0) = 0. Define the Young measureˆ on B(I × R d ) as follows:
Let Ŵ be a compact Polish space and U : I ×R d −→ cc(M(Ŵ)) be a measurable multifunction. For the admissible controls we take
so that u is w * -measurable and u(t, y) ∈ U (t, y)ˆ -a.s.}.
Define the Hamiltonian as follows:
Note that
Then, for the given admissible controls, one can use (7.2) to derive the pointwise necessary condition of optimality given by
Comments on applications.
Ecological problem. Considering the ecological problem, it is not difficult to verify that if β ≡ sup{ v(ξ ) , ξ ∈ } < ∞, and D ≡ diag(d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d m ) with d k > 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , m, then the operator A, as defined in this example, is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup T (t), t ≥ 0 in H . If β is sufficiently small then the semigroup is exponentially stable and condition (H1)(a) is satisfied. For this problem, considering the source of noise, the covariance Q is practically nuclear and hence by virtue of exponential stability of the semigroup T , Q t satisfies (H1)(b). (H1)(c) is an assumption of the model. Hence the existence of a unique invariant measure µ 0 follows. For this example, F = 0 and (H2) is trivially satisfied. Assumptions (H3) and (H4) are rather technical and are required for the proof of the main result of Da Prato and Zabczyk [1, Thm. 3.1] on which our result is based. Since the environmental agencies monitoring the system will never permit growth of C beyond a certain predetermined level, for all practical purposes we can assume B to satisfy assumption (H5). For example, we can replace B by B r (x, u) ≡ B(P r (x), u), where P r is the retraction of the ball S r ≡ {x ∈ H : x ≤ r} defined as P r (x) ≡ x for x ∈ S r , (r/ x )x otherwise.
One can choose the ceiling r as large as required. With this modification we can admit any function B(x, u) which is locally Lipschitz in x ∈ H and continuous and bounded in u on closed bounded sets Ŵ ⊂ L ∞ ( , R For the electrical problem, however, it is convenient to use the energy norm induced by the scalar product Since the matrices L, C, C 1 are symmetric and positive definite, the two norms are equivalent. We assume that H is furnished with the energy-related scalar product (y, z) ≡ (y, z) e and omit the subscript e. It is easy to verify that the operator A (see §2, electrical problem) is closed and densely defined with domain and range in H and that it is strictly m-dissipative. Hence by the Lumer-Phillips theorem (see [26] ), A is the infinitesimal generator of a C 0 -semigroup, T (t), t ≥ 0, of contractions in H . Further, by use of the energy norm, it is not difficult to verify that Hence A generates a C 0 -semigroup T (t), t ≥ 0 of contractions satisfying T (t) ≤ e −αt , for all t ≥ 0. For this problem, the controls are finite dimensional and we may assume that u takes values from a closed bounded set Ŵ ⊂ R 2m , not necessarily convex. Sinceg is Lipschitz and bounded, the operator B(x, u) is Lipschitz and bounded on H × Ŵ. The function h in equation (2.16) may not be uniformly bounded on H. In fact the voltages induced in the induction coils of the probe may increase with the increase of currents and voltages on the transmission lines and the frequency. But in all practical instrumentation, the measurement devices saturate if overdriven and hence whenever line currents and voltages exceed a certain limit, the induced voltages h k will saturate. Hence for all practical purposes, h can be replaced byh r (x) ≡ h(P r x) for a suitable 0 < r < ∞, where, again, P r denotes the retraction map with respect to the ball S r ≡ {x ∈ H : x ≤ r}. With these modifications all the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 hold with relaxed controls replacing the ordinary controls.
Remark. Even though from practical considerations, the theoretical results developed here are applicable to many applied problems, from a theoretical standpoint the theory is certainly not completely satisfactory. The main limitation arises from the assumption of boundedness of the operator-valued functions B and h. But this limitation of the theory has not been overcome even for finite-dimensional problems. As an example, for unbounded h, no satisfactory existence theorem for the solution of the Zakai equation is known. Thus it remains an open problem to develop theoretical results that allow unbounded operators B and h.
